
year of activities

K-5
From Brittany Washburn

A Bundle of K-5  
Technology 

Activities with a 
Pacing Guide.



What’s Included
✓ Interactive Google Slides
✓Digital Online Modules
✓ Software Templates
✓Digital Breakouts
✓Printable Centers
✓Printable Worksheets
✓Printable Lessons
✓Robot Printable Task Cards
✓Bulletin Boards (student created)
✓ STEM and Makerspace Enrichment

FUN ACTIVITIES, SKILL REVIEW, AND TECH LESSONS



What’s Included
✓ There is a mix of digital and 

printable activities. 
✓Over the course of the year, 

each grade level has a unit for 
each of the Technology 
Standards.

✓Computer basics, website 
navigation, mouse/trackpad,
keyboarding, internet safety,
coding, software programs, 
online research skills FUN ACTIVITIES, SKILL REVIEW, 

AND TECH LESSONS



What’s Needed

SAVE HOURS OF TIME AND PREP!
with your planning done for the year

Students will need access to 
software programs

Google Slides/PowerPoint 

Google Docs/Word 

Google Sheets/ Excel

And internet to do the digital 
activities.



What’s Needed
Use a Learning Management System 
like Google Classroom, Seesaw, Apple 
Classroom, etc. to share the files with 
your students

115 Resources Bundled to save you $$$



TEACHER REVIEWS
❖ I just accepted a position as a Computer Science teacher 

and started using these activities for summer school and 
students love them! I plan to use these during regular 
Computer Science time next year, but every activity has 
been awesome, and easy to incorporate with students. 
❖ –Emily B.

❖ I will be starting a new position as a Computer Resource Teacher 
and was nervous about switching from Gen Ed to this position. 
There is SO much to teach when you are teaching all K-6 and SO 
many things to plan/standards. Finding Brittany and these 
resources have been AMAZING and such a big relief! I am going 
into summer feeling ready to relax and not worry (too much) 
about entering a new position with this thoughtful, thoroughly 
planed lessons that have already been done. 
❖ -Alyssa A.

In this one convenient 
download, you can…
✓ Have a whole year of 

planned activities.
✓ Use the activities in any 

order you want with any 
grade level (differentiation).

✓ Save hours of time by
creating a consistent
routine.



Why get this bundle?
✓HUGE savings with the bundle discount!
✓ Everything you need for years to come.
✓Know you’re covering all of the Technology 

Standards.
✓One-time purchase.

Some people have asked me how this bundle is 
different from my k5tech.net curriculum subscription.

1. The resources aren’t the same, but they do cover the same tech standards.
2. The formats are different. This bundle provides you with all of the files to share 

with your students instead of the activities being hosted on my website.
3. This bundle isn’t a yearly subscription.


